COURTIER	zj
above his aristocratic face, his arms folded in the sleeves of his silk
kimono* a pair of swords on his hip, had passed Ryogoku bridge and
was coming towards the Koto, the lower east bank of the Sumida
River. Above him hung heavy clouds that oppressed even the gay
temper of the natives of Tokyo. His clogged footsteps sounded dull
A flock of black crows flew over his head.
His eyes and footsteps followed their flight and soon the teahouses
of the once prosperous gay quarters loomed before him. These long
two-storied buildings with their balconies and verandas under black-
tiled roofs were already, after a few days1 stay, familiar to him* His
choice had been the Nakamura-ro, which, like some of the others, had
a building in the rear, parallel to it. The two houses were joined by
passages at both ends, forming an inner garden, where twin ponds re-
flected the cold, gray sky.
Saionji proceeded to the shallower of the ponds which held fantailed
goldfish in the summer. The water was still. Rocks and miniature
promontories lined the shore of the deeper pond. The black and red
carp were in hiding and he saw only weathered stalks of Nipponese iris
and lotus* A series of single boards reached from the shore to the
largest of several islands* Saionji walked gingerly along the dilapidated
bridge to the shrine with its red tori-i dedicated to the 'Fox' deity,
He retraced his steps and curiously studied the arbor fashioned like
the Golden Pavilion, with its background of artificial hills, weeping
willows, shrubs, dwarfed pines, cherry and plum trees, A few white
plum blossoms that had clung through the winter added to the bleak**
ness of the scene* The balconies, which opened out onto this garden so
that all the rooms except those facing the front had access to It, were
empty now, and the colored paper lanterns hung limp and tattered.
Saionji leaned against a pillar. With his eyes closed he could imagine
how festive it would al! be later* with the lighted lamps and lanterns
reflected in the water, the tinkling of wind-bells, and the gaily-dressed
geisha flitting in and out.
He started at the sound of a voice.
"Oh, Qkuge-$mta> I'm sorry to disturb your peace," A woman in
her forties was carrying a basket of fish-food,
"Huhf Josbo, donft treat me so courteously. Please don't say,
'Qkugt-smut? *
"How modest you are, Prince Saionji! Until a few years ago, the
name of your family sounded to us people of Edo like the name of an
angel* I never even dreamed of having such a high personage in mv

